In submitting these names of board-certified pediatrics to you, it is understood that academic and pediatric credentials are not in question. Comments are requested concerning possible legal and/or ethical situations of which you might have personal knowledge. Send any comments on the following list of new applicants to your District Chairperson by November 15.
When you need to contact pediatrics, contact AAP News. Each month, we reach 46,000 pediatricians, third-year pediatric residents and other subscribers to AAP News for child health information they cannot get elsewhere. With a classified ad, you can speak directly to those readers.

Rates: The one-time cost for placing a classified as is $120 for 30 words or $1.50 for each additional word. A $20 discount per month is allowed for ads that are published in three or more consecutive issues. The three ads must be purchased at the same time. Ads may be boxed for a one-time cost of $80.

Classification: Classified ads are accepted under Business Services, General Announcements, Physicians Wished, Positions Wanted, Practices Available, Publications, Real Estate and Residencies/Fellowships Available.

Display Classified Ads: Camera-ready and 2-color display classified ads are accepted under General Announcements, Medical Meetings, Physicians Wished, Positions Wanted, Practices Available and Residencies/Fellowships Available. Contact AAP News for display classified ad sizes and rates.

Blind Box Returns: Available for a $25 service charge per ad insertion. To reply to a box number, send your response to: Box Number, AAP News, Classified Ads, P.O. Box 927, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009-0007.

For more information, contact: Pamela Malik, Classified Ad Coordinator, at (800) 433-9016, ext. 7667. In Illinois, (708) 981-7667. Ad copy and payments may be sent to: Classified Ads, AAP News, 1141 North Point Blvd., P.O. Box 927, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009-0007.

Advertising Policy: Although the Academy believes these classified ads are from reputable sources, the Academy does not investigate the offers made and assumes no responsibility concerning them. Frequent, it is necessary to modify the wording of classified ads. These changes are generally made in compliance with the regulations of various federal and/or state commissions against discrimination or because they might be interpreted as being unlawful or in conflict with professional standards of medical practice.

Advertisements for employment containing specifications as to race, creed, color, age, religion, gender, ethnic origin or national origin may be unlawful and professionally improper. Accordingly, discriminatory wording is not acceptable in AAP News.

Other phrases for publication in various advertising classifications which might be interpreted as being unlawful or in conflict with professional standards of medical practice could include: "Complete list of patients' records for sale," "the offer of membership or "kickbacks," "settings that could be interpreted as derogatory or defamatory to other physicians, the misrepresentation of skills expected or job requirements. These advertising modifications are made to maintain a classified section that is professionally responsible, lawful, scientific and free of discrimination.
THE THIRD NATIONAL CONFLUENCE OF THE AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY ON THE ABUSE OF CHILDREN, June 7-11, 1995, The Westin La Paloma, Tucson, Arizona. Intensive, in-depth, interdisciplinary education for advanced professionals. A faculty of internationally recognized experts. The nation's premier field-generated forum for interdisciplinary professionals to present their research, practice innovations, and other work. Presentations will focus on all aspects of child maltreatment. To receive a Call for Abstracts or for more information, contact: APSAC, 407 S. Dearborn, Suite 1200, Chicago, IL 60605; phone (312) 554-0166 or FAX (312) 554-0019.

Neonatology Opportunities

Pennsylvania
House Physician in Neonatology: Position available immediately, 40 hours/week with full benefits, night and weekend hours, minimum starting salary of $79,000. Requirements: BC/BE in Pediatrics, proficiency in newborn resuscitation and procedures. Apply to: Crozer-Chester Medical Center, Neonatology, One Medical Center Blvd., Upland, PA 19013, (610) 447-6707. EOE MF.

Arizona
Phoenix: Part-time position available in pediatric teaching program providing clinical and research resident. Provides services in developmental evaluation program. Experience in child abuse and ADHD. For additional information, send CV to: Daniel B. Keester, M.D., FAAP, St. Joseph’s Hospital and Medical Center, 124 W. Thomas Road, Phoenix, AZ 85013.

Developmental Pediatrics Opportunities

California
San Francisco: Exceptional opportunity for BC/BE Pediatrician to join a thriving program within the city of SF. We offer an excellent salary for either full-time/part-time position with potential for partnership. As about half of our patients prefer to speak Cantones, it would be useful for applicants to have some familiarity with the language. Please fax letter and resume (with references) to Craig Pong, M.D. at (415) 566-8486.
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Classified Ads

Listen to Pediatric UPDATE when you drive, jog, walk, fly...or anytime

FIRST-HAND EXPERIENCE DELIVERED TO YOU MONTHLY

Unlike any other audiocassette series, each program focuses on a single topic of direct relevance to your practice of pediatrics.

Using a roundtable discussion format that is structured, yet unrehearsed, each program is designed and edited for instructive listening. The subject matter is carefully chosen by the Academy to keep you in touch with the critical issues facing pediatricians today. Some topics are selected from the annual content specifications provided by the American Board of Pediatrics, which also serve as the basis for the PREP program.

A transcript of the discussion accompanies each audiocassette. This monograph contains objectives, self-evaluation quiz, a list of reading references, and 12 multiple-choice questions.

Participation in this series allows you to earn 36 AAP credits and 36 AMA Category I credits for each volume to which you subscribe.

To subscribe, call Toll-Free:
1-800-847-0088

EARN 36 AAP CREDITS AND 36 AMA CATEGORY I CREDITS PER YEAR

AAP-Pediatrics UPDATE  clinical and Medical Information Systems, Inc.
2 Sovereign Court, Suite 110
Port Washington, NY 11061-4618

SUBJECTS & MODERATORS FOR JULY 1995

* Confronting Pediatric Infectious Diseases in Emergencies — John F. Knapp, MD
* Epilepsy and the Young Infant — Thomas S. Naidich, MD
* Subdural Hematome — Robert Bolot, MD
* Kawasaki Syndrome — Mary P. Greens, MD
* Childhood Asthma: Diagnosis & Treatment — Richard E. Schwartz, MD, FAAC, Huton Medical Center
* Growth Disorders & Growth Hormone Tests — Lee, A. Corn, MD
* Pain Management & Anesthesia — Larry M. Greenblatt, MD
* Providing Parents with Nutritional Advice — William Dietz, MD
* Infectious Diseases — Philip A. Brunell, MD
* Culturally-Sensitive Health Care — Peter J. W. Martin, MD, MS
* Common Gastrointestinal Problems — Paul H. Denton, MD
* Office Treatment of Pediatric Behavioral Problems — Paul H. Denton, MD
* Evaluation & Management of Children Who are Not Eating — Martin D. Levine, MD

For more information and a brochure, call CHO's Medical Office at (310) 442-3021

Approved for 14 CME Credits

American Academy of Pediatrics
Georgia


Illinois

Suburban Chicago: Hinsdale Hospital is seeking a full-time BC/BE Pediatrician or internist with outpatient experience in managing acute illnesses of children. Unit is a 4-bed Pediatric Special Care Unit. Position involves shared 24-hourly coverage. 65 pedals on staff. Benefits include excellent salary/benefits. Hinsdale Hospital (462-beds) is located in Hinsdale, Illinois, an affluent suburban western suburb of Chicago. Call or write: Louella Freeman, Director, Women's and Children's Services, 120 N. Oak Street, Hinsdale, IL 60521, (708) 856-6667 or (708) 856-4365.

Louisiana

PEDIATRICIAN GREATLY NEEDED $20,000 signing bonus on top of $150,000 net guarantee. Live in the great South within 2 hours of the Gulf Coast. Safe, friendly town with easy drive to a capital city. Take over established practice. Excellent support from other physicians. Great call coverage. If you want to be "Welcomed to town with open arms" and not worry about how to make a good living, call David Townsend at (504) 887-9767, Ext. 4248 or FAX C.V. to (504) 840-2676, Harris Kovacs, Administrator.

Maryland

BC/BE Pediatrician to join a well-established, fun and expanding solo practice located in a beautiful, suburban community north of Baltimore and Washington. 300-bed hospital with 2,000+ births a year. Competitive salary with excellent benefits, leading to full partnership. Mail C.V. to: Box #10324.

Massachusetts

Young dinosaur seeks another. BC/BE Pediatrician wanted to join a booming solo practice in the beautiful Berkshires. Competitive salary and benefits. Partnership available in 1-2 years. Good coverage. Rural-suburban lifestyle with myriad outdoor and cultural activities. Large community hospital with university affiliation. Send CV in confidence to: Box #10334.

Michigan

Ann Arbor: Full- and part-time physicians to staff busy Pediatric Emergency/Urgent Care Center. Board-certified/board-certified in pediatrics of PEDI/M, PED/ER, or PEDI/ER, or PEDIER fellowship training. Over 21,000 visits per year, excellent specialty backup, resident and attending teaching, paid malpractice, generous moving expenses, excellent remuneration. For more information, contact Laura Zach at (800) 466-3764.

Med/Peds or internist needed to complete group of compassionate physicians working in small, inner-city, not-for-profit health center. Our mission is providing primary care to chronically underserved populations. Your family will enjoy excellent schools and high-quality life in this resort community on the shores of Lake Michigan—about 90 miles from Chicago. If you share our bias for excellence in a unique, primary care, Med/Peds model, send your CV to: Meredith Schmidt, RN, Physician Services Liaison, Lakeland Regional Health System, 1234 Napier, St. Joseph, MI 49085, FAX (616) 927-5338 or call (800) 726-8939.

Minnesota

Make your move. Make it Winona. Winona Pediatric Clinic, Ltd., is recruiting a BC/BE pediatrician who wishes to enjoy the high quality of life found in the upper Mississippi River buffalos while continuing our 70 year legacy of caring. The successful applicant will join our two-physician department in a 23-member, multispecialty group. Serving a trade population of 40,000 with nearly 350 patient visits per day, our clinic is the primary referral center to the 100-bed Community Hospital. Winona's progressive educational system, including three post-secondary institutions, and a diverse blend of cultural offerings, create a unique backdrop for a quality lifestyle. For more information, including salary and benefits, send your CV or call Jerry Knuessel, Administrator, (507) 457-7722, at Winona Clinic, Ltd., 420 E. Sarnia Street, Winona, MN 55987.

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

To subscribe, contact: Pamela Malak at (800) 433-9016, ext. 7667.

ORDER FORM

[A box is filled with text that describes a process for ordering a product or service, but the specific details are not visible in the provided text.]

When systems change comes, WILL YOUR COMMUNITY BE READY?

A Meeting to Learn About Developing Partnerships to Serve Children and Youth with Special Needs and Their Families in the Era of Health Care Reform

Join us on November 4-6, 1994 at the beautiful Registry Resort in Naples, Florida for this unique opportunity to learn more about the vital role of pediatricians in serving children with special needs in their communities.

- Participate in sessions to learn how community pediatricians and others can work together to improve services and coordination for children.
- Get the state and national perspective on health care reform as it affects children with special needs.

Hear Bob Keenan, Captain Kangaroo, child advocate and TV personality, motivate those who work together to provide health services to children.

For information and registration forms, please contact:
Suzanne Bronheim, PhD
Georgetown University
Child Development Center
(202) 687-8837
Co-sponsored by:
American Academy of Pediatrics
Community Access to Child Health (CATCH) Program
Maternal and Child Health Bureau
Georgetown University Child Development Center
Center for Child Health and Mental Health Policy

American Academy of Pediatrics

1650 Diagonal Road
Arlington, VA 22209-5176
(703) 524-1240

New Hampshire
Southwestern New Hampshire: Sixth pediatrician to join 57-physician, multi-specialty group practice which shares hospital affiliation with the 1,200-bed, 6-building, 700-bed hospital in the Merrimack Valley. GREAT location and opportunities for growth and advancement. Responses to Dr. A.W. Simington, The Hitchcock Clinic-Keene, 590 Court Street, Keene, NH 03441. FAX 603-355-8472. Committed to equal employment opportunity.

New Jersey
Teaneck: Third BC/BE Pediatrician, solo practice two to three years experience, 10 minutes from NYC. Salary leading to partnership. Reply with CV to: Edward Zakowski, M.D., 187 Cedar Lane, Teaneck, NJ 07666.

New York
Are you interested in joining a busy pediatric practice where you help decide how the practice is run? We are a hard-working BC/Pediatricians who are looking for a BC/BE Pediatrician to join us in this suburban practice, 1 hour north of Manhattan. Please send CV to: Box 10014.

Pennsylvania
The Geisinger system of health care provides an opportunity available for Board-Certified or Board-Eligible Pediatricians in its Wilkes-Barre, Lewistown, Philipsburg, and Tyrone offices. Geisinger is a health care network with two hospitals and 46 patient care offices. Open positions consist of office and inpatient general pediatrics with tertiary care provided at Geisinger Medical Center in Danville, PA. Competive salaries and excellent benefit package available. Interested individuals should send their CV's to: Geisinger, Physician Recruitment Department PO-AB, 100 N. Academy Avenue, Danville, PA 17822-3024 or call (800) 845-7112. ME/FMV/IEH.

Philadelphia: Children's Rehabilitation Hospital, Division of Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, seeking pediatrician to join interdisciplinary rehabilitation team. Patients include infants with sequelae of prematurity, children and adolescents with chronic illnesses. Ambulatory care, development, follow-up, teaching, and research opportunities. Call Stephen J. McGready, M.D., (215) 578-3765.

Vermont
BC/BE Pediatrician to join group of four pediatricians immediately: active practice, friendly, beautiful New England community, excellent skiing, hiking, and boating. Contact: Pediatric Associates, 3 Mahoney Avenue, Rutland, VT 05701.


Virginia

Washington
Northwest Permanente, P.C., a stable, physician-managed, multi-specialty group providing care for 380,000 members of Kaiser Permanente, is seeking a BC/BE Pediatrician for a half-time position in our Vancouver, Washington medical offices. This position includes either shared call or urgent care responsibilities. Our program offers a collegial and stimulating practice in one of the most successful managed care systems in the country, plus a quality lifestyle in the beautiful Pacific Northwest. We also offer a competitive salary and benefits package including paid malpractice, sabbatical, two pension plans and more. Please forward C.V. to: A.W. Simington, M.D., 700 Main Street, Suite 8717, Vancouver, WA 98664.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST Full-time, BC/BE Pediatrician to join eight pediatricians in a 60-physician, multi-specialty group with main office and satellite in a growing community in the beautiful Washington community of 250,000, neighboring Portland, Oregon. Salary and benefits leading to partnership. Please send C.V. to: Dr. Karst, c/o The Vancouver A.W. Simington, M.D., 8717 South 48th Avenue, Vancouver, WA 98664.

Wisconsin
Beloit Memorial Hospital, a 47-bed, multi-specialty group, is recruiting for a BC/BE Pediatrician to join our busy pediatricians. Located in south-central Wisconsin, Beloit is an ideal place to raise a family with an excellent school system and a private, highly rated liberal arts college. Located within 30 minutes of three major metropolitan areas: Madison, Milwaukee and Chicago. Excellent financial package. Contact: Jacqueline Degenhardt, Physician Recruitment, Beloit Memorial Hospital, 1969 W. Hart Road, Beloit, WI 53511, (608) 673-2641, Ext. 5757.

Pediatrics - La Salle Clinic, a 150- plus physician-owned, multispecialty group, is recruiting BC/BE Pediatricians. With 16 clinic locations throughout northeastern Wisconsin, we're one of the state's largest group practices. We offer an industry leading salary and benefits package, with an opportunity to advance to shareholder status after two years. Live and practice in a friendly, comfortable family environment, enjoy a strong referral base, and benefit from a growing regional economy and nationally acclaimed educational systems. For more information, contact: La Salle Clinic, Physician Services, P.O. Box 8005, Menasha, WI 54952-8005; (800) 722-9989.

HOLIDAY GIFT IDEA
Caring for your Baby and Young Child: Birth to Age 5 is a perfect gift to welcome new patients to your practice or to give to family and friends. It is the parenting manual you can recommend with confidence. Quantity discounts can bring your cost down to as low as $8.95 per book. Call (800) 433-9016 to order your supply today.

FINISHING THE COURSE
An Intensive Review of Pediatrics
February 4-8, 1995
Santa Monica, California
Loews Santa Monica Beach Hotel

- Coordinated with the American Board of Pediatrics' Program for Renewal of Certification in Pediatrics (PRCP) content specifications
- Strategies in case diagnosis and management
- Small group, interactive sessions with faculty
- Hands-on computer practice

You should attend PREP: The Course if you are a pediatrician:
- requiring renewal of certification
- participating in voluntary renewal of certification
- interested in an alternative course format to update your knowledge and skills

Topics Include:
- PRCP Strategies
- Infection Diseases
- Renal and Urologic Disorders
- Fluid and Electrolyte Metabolism
- Nutrition
- Cardiovascular Disorders
- Critical Care
- Emergency Care
- Injuries and Poisonings
- Fetus and Newborn Infant
- Allergy/Immunology

Endocrine Disorders
- Adolescent Medicine
- Substance Abuse
- Adolescent Gynecology
- Neurologic Disorders
- Respiratory Disorders
- Hematologic Disorders
- Gastrointestinal Disorders
- Rheumatologic Disorders
- General Pediatrics

AMA Category 1 Credit: 47 Hours
Attendance is limited. Register today!

The American Academy of Pediatrics offers the lowest available airfares to PVC: The Course. Please call the AAP Travel Office at 800/433-9016. Outside the United States and Canada, call 708/228-5005 and ask for the travel office.

To register or for program information contact:
P sinc: The Course Registration
Division of Planning and Evaluation
American Academy of Pediatrics
PO Box 927
Elk Grove Village, IL 60009-0927
Toll-free: 800/433-9016, ext 6766 or 7657
Outside the US: 708/228-5005, ext 6796 or 7657
FAX: 708/228-5088 or 5097

American Academy of Pediatrics

Under our changing healthcare system, the pressure is on to provide better, more cost-effective care. To help you keep up, participate in ACCOP, a program providing management exercises for ambulatory care givers, from the American Academy of Pediatrics.

ACCOP's brief, interactive, learning exercises emphasize self-assessment and self-improvement. Practical management tips and ideas from nationally recognized experts, as well as your peers, are featured.

Learn the latest developments in:
- neonatal hyperbilirubinemia
- critical media with effusion
- vision and hearing screening

Join more than 2,300 of your fellow pediatricians in comparing your practice procedures on a national, state and model level — with absolute confidentiality.

Complete Category I and risk management credits in the process.

The time is right and so is the price — just $70 for ACCOP members and $95 for nonmembers. Use our new group rates to enroll your entire practice:
- Two doctors — $95 (members) / $130 (nonmembers)
- Three doctors — $120 / $165
- Four doctors — $145 / $200

Don't wait — call 800/433-9016, ext 4277 for complete details.

I Yes, I'm interested in ACCOP. Send me more information and an enrollment form today.

Name:
Address:
City State Zip
Country
Phone

Send to:
Division of Quality Care
American Academy of Pediatrics
PO Box 927
Elk Grove Village, IL 60009-0927

American Academy of Pediatrics
Join an AAP Section and See What Sections Have to Offer!

An AAP Section is an organized body of AAPs who share an interest in a medical or surgical pediatric subspecialty or multidisciplinary area within pediatrics. Sections are devoted to improving the care of infants, children, adolescents, and young adults primarily through education in their respective areas.

Sections represent the medical and surgical subspecialists on issues related to pediatrics, ensuring that they are heard by the AAP and the medical community.

Sections’ educational activities range from seminars and CME courses to manuals, policy statements, training program directories, and newsletters. Many Section projects address new techniques and exciting developments in the pediatric subspecialty area.

New Sections that address child abuse, disabilities, sports medicine, home health, practice management, and more keep pediatricians abreast of breaking topics and issues that help them provide better service to their patients every day.

As an AAP Section member, you will receive the following benefits:

- Newsletters featuring updates, literature reviews, abstracts, and more;
- Special access to section programs at Academy national meetings;
- Networking opportunities with other professionals with similar interests;
- A venue to suggest and develop educational programs and projects;
- The opportunity to share your expertise on subcommittees addressing issues such as curriculum development, policy work, and more; and
- The opportunity to provide input and direction to one of the most vital and active branches of the Academy.

For a complete list of AAP Sections and more information about becoming a member, contact the Division of Sections at 800/433-9016, ext 6799.

Sponsored by the Provisional Section on Administration and Practice Management.
Do Medical Miracles Really Happen...
Just Ask These Doctors.

AS PROUD SPONSORS OF THE CHILDREN'S MIRACLE NETWORK, THE MAKERS OF ROBITUSSIN® AND DIMETAPP® CONGRATULATE THESE OUTSTANDING PHYSICIANS WHO WERE SELECTED AS MIRACLE MAKERS BY THEIR OWN HOSPITALS.

THROUGH THEIR EXCELLENT SKILLS, EXTRAORDINARY CARE AND DEDICATION, CHILDREN AROUND THE COUNTRY ARE LIVING MIRACLES.